Inspector Jason O'Donohue

Late Turn - Duty Officer/Team

Section PS Matt Laffan

Team Rolling I and S performance.
To be updated each day.
Taken from CC figures (Daily Missed and
achieved)

Received
Achieved

I Calls so far this month

Percentage
<S:\All HQ Departments\Directorate of
lnformation\C010 Metcall\Performance
Unit\Published Reports\All I and S Calls- Missed
and achieved>

Received
Achieved

S Calls so far this month

Percentage
Or from CCC weekday email.

Critical Incidents

Nil

(Only include if tagged as CRITICAL on CAD and
confirm which member of the SMT has been
informed)
f----------------------1·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·
;

Significant Incidents or
Vulnerabilities

I
;

!

(incl. Harm, Opportunity or Threat looking forward)
Details of issues of note for SMT, including welfare

I officer safety issues, items likely to attract media
interest.)

Incident Management

Sensitive/Irrelevant
Update from ET.
DC Slaymaker has been making various enquiries throughout
the shift to identify & locate Gabriel Klein as named in the suicide note, agreed I
suggested by DI Gailes & myself. These will now pass to ND CID.

Took over 17 calls on the 01 and 36 scheduled appointments.
Scene at Barking Abbey ongoing (2 x NPT assisting)

(Detail any issues that affected 'I' and 'S' call
performance, or the performance of the Scheduled
appointment Car. Any resource issues affecting
the next shift i.e. Crime scenes, hospital watches
or constant watches.)

Received 17 'I' calls during the shift 15 achieved
CAD7859 1713hrs & CAD8311 1759hrs Both missed when simply no response
units available (due to being on scene at other calls) Both these calls were taken
by panda's who got to them as soon as legally able.
Received 24 'S' calls during the shift all achieved
Any DV I grades missed and explanation;

Handed over 9 calls on the OI and 35 scheduled appointments.
There are no constant watches at KW/hospital guards etc.
Scene at Barking Abbey now closed.

Complaints
(Details of complaint CAD's received and summary
of actions taken)

CAD No: Nil
CRIS/Gust/Other Ref:
Officer details and I or Warrant No if known
Team attached if known:
Brief Circs:

Details of any complaints handed over to the next shift and reasons:

Late Turn

Taskings
(Details of any Taskings'
completed and why)

on

CRIMINT

not

MPS000802_0004

Nil

Good Work for SMT attention
(include full details of officers and actions)

Outstanding Recalls
Outstanding Missing Persons
(Details of CAD's not dealt with and MERLIN
missing person reports that are awaiting PPD
acceptance of investigative responsibility)

Nil

There are no missing person CAD's waiting to be reported.
There were no new reports this shift,
All other existing MERLIN investigations have been accepted by KG-PPD.

Overtime
(only to be authorised in 2 hour blocks, then
the onus on the officer to seek further
authorisation if required.

Night Duty - Duty Officer/Team

Inspector Harman
Section PS Cooper

Team Rolling I and S performance.
To be updated each day.
Taken from CC figures (Daily Missed and
achieved)

Received
Achieved

I Calls so far this month

Percentage
<S:\All HQ Departments\Directorate of
Information \CO 10 Metcall\Performance
Unit\Published Reports\All I and S Calls- Missed
and achieved>

Received
Achieved

S Calls so far this month

Percentage
Or from CCC weekday email.

Critical Incidents

Nil

(Only include if tagged as CRITICAL on CAD and
confirm which member of the SMT has been
informed)

Significant Incidents or
Vulnerabilities
(incl. Harm, Opportunity or Threat looking forward)

Details of issues of note for SMT, including welfare
I officer safety issues, items likely to attract media
interest.)

Incident Management
(Detail any issues that affected 'I' and ·s· call
performance, or the performance of the Scheduled
appointment Car. Any resource issues affecting
the next shift i.e. Crime scenes, hospital watches
or constant watches.)

Update on Sudden death - Daniel WHITWORTH - Enqs conducted by KG5N
reveal that the Gabriel Kline mentioned in Daniel's suicide note, is Gabriel
KOVARI. Mr Kovari died on 28/8/2014 having taken drugs during a sexual
relationship with Mr Whitworth. Mr Whitworth appears to have returned to the
place where Mr Kovari died, in order to take his own life.

Took over 9 calls on the 01 and 35 scheduled appointments.
Received 0 'I' calls during the shift Oachieved
Received O ·s· calls during the shift O achieved
Any DV I grades missed and explanation;
Handed over 0 calls on the OI and 0 scheduled appointments.
There are no constant watches at KW/hospital guards etc.

MPS000802_0005

